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Rushing Going Smoothly;
Complaints At Minimum
BY JOE RIGO
With fraternity rushing going into its last days, no formal com-plaints have yet been made on violations of rushing rules by eitherfreshmen or the houses.
One area of trouble did arise, ac-
cording to Dean of Men John E.
Stewart, when some complaints were
heard about breaking of the no-
drinking rules at Tau Kappa Epsilon.
However, according to Stewart, the
drinking was apparently by members
of a band hired for party and probably
would not cause serious trouble for
the house.
Average Year
Stewart said that as far as freshman
interest is concerned "It's an average
year. About the same number are
missing from the cafeteria for meals
as usual."
He said most freshmen were getting
back to the dorms about 8 or 8:30
p.m. in spite of the fact that they do
not have to be out of the houses until
9 p.m.
Formal rushing ends at 9 p.m. Sun-
day.
Freshmen will indicate their
choice of houses from 8:30 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. Monday. Feb. 28,
in the Louis Oakes Room. Li-
brary.
At this time they will be able to fill
out a card listing their first three
choices in fraternities.
These choices will be compared with
preferred and secondary lists of names
submitted earlier by the fraternities.
No Week-End Deadline
Bears Drop Tilt
To Rams 101-92
The University of Maine basketball
learn closed out its 1954-55 home
season by dropping a 101-92, thriller
to a red-hot Rhode Island quintet at
the Memorial Gym Tuesday evening.
The Rhody five was burning hot.
putting on one of the best shooting
:xhibitions seen here in a long time
-tilling on 36 of 68 shots for a phe-
iomenal 52 per cent.
The home club, although seriously
indermanned in the height depart-
nent, put up a game battle, and drew
o within four points of the victors
ith less than two minutes to play.
However, the Maine cause was gone
vhen star guard Pete Kostacopoulos
eft with 1:40 to go via personal fouls,
Ind Rhody froze out the remaining
ime capitalizing on fouls by the
lesperate Bear five.
Rhode Island took the lead from the
.arly minutes and increased their
nargin steadily to a 54-45 halftime
idvantage.
High scorer of the game was Maine's
Nike Polese who swished in 23 points
+don: fouling out in the final five
ninutes. The Rhody offense was
parked by 6' 4" center Eric Anderson
kho dunked through 22.
This loss drops the Maine record to
-12 with two games remaining to
.e played. This defeat also buried the
'ale Blue into the Yankee Conference
ellar with a 1-7 record.
)roctor Applications
3ue By February 28
M la'. Fel). 28. is the dead-
line for proctor application• in
the nicii's dorm., Dean of Men
John E. Steuart reminded men
•tililent• Stiph ri• and
junior. are eligible for the jobs.
Application. 
 
lir 151,,,I in the
ml. all's office. 205 Libra r..
Although freshmen are not re-
quired to list three houses, Dean
Stewart urges that they do. He says
some 50 students that named only one
house last year did not make it.
Again this Friday and Saturday
night there is no deadline for late
parties. Houses this week end are
planning parties of varying degrees to
wind up their programs.
Stewart Denies
Liquor Searches
In Men's Dorms
Rumors of room-to-room inspec-
tions for liquor in the men's dormi-
tories were denied this week by Dean
of Men John E. Stewart.
"It is not our policy to make in-
spections for this reason alone," the
Dean said. "The proctors investigate
',Allen they hear of a specific instance
or when there are indications of a
'party.'"
The rumors followed reports of dis-
missal from school of one student and
placement on censure of several others
who were found drinking in the dor-
mitory.
Dean Stewart substantiated the fact
that one student had been advised to
withdraw as a result of having been
involved in a drinking incident in one
of the men's dormitories. This stu-
dent was dropped shortly thereafter
for a combination of reasons includ-
ing low grades.
According to the head proctors in
Dunn. Oak and Hannibal Hamlin
Halls, regular weekly inspections are
made in all the freshman dormitories
and are made in the upperclass dorms
at the head proctor's discretion.
"The only thing we are looking for
in these inspections is room cleanli-
ness. Anything else we find is purely
incidental," said Howard Ainsworth.
head proctor in Oak and Hannibal
Hamlin Halls.
So far as the rumor of proctors
making students open locked trunks,
Barry Millett, head proctor in Dunn
Hall, said, "There is definitely no
opening of locked trunks in any of
our inspections."
Committee Issues List Of
DisciplinaryAction Taken
 
• Fourteen students have been
placed under censure, one has
been dropped and one has been
advised to leave the University
so far this year for violating
school regulations, it was an-
nounced today by the Committee
on Administration.
Twelve of the 16 cases involve
violations of the University's regula-
tion on the possession and use of in-
toxicating beverages, according to
James A. Harmon, secretary of the
committee.
Motor Vehicle Violations
The other four cases deal with
violations of rules on the use of motor
vehicles, of dormitory regulations, of
conduct unbecoming a student, and of
failure to attend scheduled classes.
Additional figures released by Har-
mon show that the committee took the
following action on disciplinary cases
last year: three students were dropped
from the University; three students
were advised to withdraw from the
University: two students were sus-
pended from the University. and three
students were placed under censure.
Review Of Cases
A review of last year's cases shows
the following violations and resultant
action.
I. For possession and use of in-
toxicating beverages—two students
placed under censure, two students ad-
vised to withdraw and one student
dropped.
2. For cheating in final examina-
tions—two students dropped.
3. For conduct unbecoming a stu-
dent—one student advised to with-
draw..4 For failing to report marriage
as required by University regulations
—two students suspended for 1954-55
academic year.
5. For violation of University rule
on motor vehicles—one student placed
under censure.
The-e Indian dance interpreter*, Reginald and (lads'. Laubin,s'. ill aunt ar at an asscnibB at the Nlemorial Cym nest Tuesday
e‘ening at 8 p.m. Although they are not real Indians. the Laubinshas. liv iii g thorn gathering material for their dance,.. (Story
on page four.
Diehl Family Combination Of Father, Mother,And Son Are Attending University This Semester
B1 Jon's LII1LEFIELD
It isn't uncommon on college campuses to find brother-brother, sister-sister, or brother-sister re-lationships among the student body. It is rare, though. to find parents added to any one of thesecombinations. The University of Maine. however, can boast such a family group. This is the HermanDiehl family who is now attending classes here.
Mr. Diehl, his wife, and son, Her- from Bates with a 8..4, degree, but wife and the two children didn't makem.in. Junior, make up the present her husband transferred to the Coast that trip. "they returned to Auburn,family group. Had they all attended Guard .Academy at New London, Reiurti To Mainethe University last semester, sister Conn.. before graduation. He received When asked why after all thesePeggy. a February graduate, would a B.S. degree from that institution in years which have been filled withhave completed the family. 1924. 
much travel and adventure. theyThe Maine campus is quite a change .Adm. Diehl went directly into the wanted to come back to school. Mm.for this family who have lived in just Coast Guard, while his wife began a and Mrs. Diehl agreed that the tea-about every section of the country. short teaching career in Maine. Soon son was previous experience in theirAs an officer in the Coast Guard for afterward the numerous trips began. field. Mrs. Diehl. of course. had sev-24 years. Mr. Diehl, now a retired Numerous Trip. 
eral years teaching experience afterrear admiral, has been on the go most .According to Herman. Junior, a
graduating from Bates. Her husbandof his life. And his wife and children 19-sear-old Arts and Sciences fresh-
have been with him much of that time, man, the family has lived on the Fast
Both Adm. and Mrs. Diehl are Coast. the West Coast and in theMaine natives. He came from Lewis-
ton originally, while she is a native
of Auburn.
Roth also attended Bates College.
where they met. Mrs. Diehl graduated
South. They were in Roston for
several years. and their last stop was
Seattle. Wash. During the war Adm.
Diehl was in the Pacific area. His
found much enjoyment from work-
ing with young men in the Coast
Guard and with some encouragement
from his wife, decided to join her in
further study.
(Continued on Page Eight)
Fake Phone Call
Closes Classes
Fifty years from now somebody
will be able to boast to his grand-
children how he personally closed
classes for an entire day when he was
a student at the University of Maine.
Up to this date no one seems to
know who it was that imitated Pres.
Arthur A. Hauck over the telephone
Friday morning and got a Bangor
radio station to announce that all
classes at the University were sus-
pended for the day on account of the
storm.
By the time the administration got
wind of what had happened, it was
far too late in the morning to do
anything but admit that some student
had put something over on them.
The Committee on Administration
met the same morning, however, in
the President's office. After a review
of the situation the committee agreed
that in the future classes would al-
ways be held as scheduled.
The committee felt that since two-
thirds of the students live on campus,
such a storm as last Friday did not
make it impossible for them to at-
tend class.
The last time classes shut down at
the University was on Feb. 18. 1452.
when a total of 21 inches of snow
fell. Before that, one has to go back
to the early 1930's to find a parallel for
Friday's suspension of classes
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It's Been Ninety Good Years
Ninety years ago this week, Friday, to be exact, a legisla-
tive act was signed creating the Maine State College of Agricul-
ture and the Mechanic Arts.
The college, eventually to be the largest of Maine's four
major institutions of higher learning, first opened in 1868 with
three buildings; two instructors, both Bowdoin graduates; and
12 students. Laboratory and instruction equipment was valued
at $141.65.
Today's University of Maine features 21 major buildings,
more than 200 faculty and administration members, and about
3,000 students. The current physical plant is conservatively
valued at more than $15,000,000 with the equipment figure up
to about $2,500,000. Annual operating budget is in excess of
$4,000,000.
The University was originally established as a result of the
federal Morrill Act which, designed to encourage education in
other than the liberal arts being stressed at that time, offered
federal land to each state based on 30,000 acres for each U. S.
senator and representative.
Maine's land, totaling 210,000 acres located in the west,
was sold for $181,000 and still brings the University an annual
income in interest of just a little under $6,000.
While on the subject of money, it might be noted that those
first 12 students paid nothing in tuition. This year's state stu-
dent pays $312 in tuition and fees.
There was more to going to college in those days, however,
than merely attending classes. According to an article by Walt
Schurman, assistant publicity director here, that appeared in a
Portland paper last Sunday, students then were required to
"labor a certain portion of the day, not exceeding three hours,
for five days in the week." For this they received about 25 cents
a day which they used to defray minor expenses of room and
board.
This year students earn about $200,000 in part-time work,
loans, and scholarships.
The University has obviously had considerable growth
since those early days, and it shows no signs of stopping.
Currently in the physical plant, one new dormitory is about
finished and another is awaiting state legislative support to get
started. Classroom additions are ready to go and more are be-
ing planned.
Rather than spend too much time celebrating the ninetieth
anniversary, the University is already planning for its centennial.
As early as last year, a committee was formed headed by Dr.
Robert York to prepare a history of the University that won't
be completed for another nine or ten years.
By the time of the centennial observation, it is expected
the original 12 students will have grown to more than 4,500.
With the cooperation of what has been termed "unusually
strong loyalty of its alumni for a state institution," the Univer-
sity has come a long way since its founding. It will be even
more interesting to check the statistics come the centennial.
List More Than One House
When freshmen indicate their choice of fraternities Mon-
day, it is highly recommended they take advantage of their right
to sign for as many as three houses in order of preference.
Many houses who don't want to put a man on their primary
list will advise him to list only one house. Since most houses
usually miss at least one or two on their primary list, if a man
is high enough on the secondary list, he may still get into that
house.
But if he has listed only one fraternity and isn't high enough,
he is just left out in the cold.
Where he might have been on another house's first list or
high enough on the second, he has listed only one house and is
not considered for another he might have liked almost as well.
This is fine for the fraternities. They can't lose.
However, last year about 50 freshmen listed only one house
and, as a result, didn't get in any.
Of course, if a man feels he likes only one fraternity, that's
a different matter. This is rarely the case, though.
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Storm Raged
While getting ready for school last
Friday morning, we had the radio
tuned to WABI. The station was an-
nouncing the no-school broadcasts.
They mentioned the U. of M. not
once, but three times. We were
amazed, to say the least. No classes.
My. my, what is this school coming
to?
University officials have stated that
the last time there were no classes was
way back in the 1920's. Don't they
read Bear Tracks? It says there were
no classes one day last year, by reason
of a snowstorm.
(We have previously pointed out
that the no-class statement in Bear
Tracks was not for last year. but for
3 years back when some Friday af-
ternoon classes were cancelled be-
cause of a blizzard.)
But we certainly called the turn on
one thing, a snowstorm and no classes.
In one of our columns we stated that
no doubt Bear Tracks wanted the
Class of 1958 to look forward to the
.2etteiss
And So Did Administration
BY BRUCE COURTNEY'
coming winter with hopes in their
hearts. At any rate, that hope has
been fulfilled.
The mere fact that an unidentified
caller phoned in the request for no
classes is very significant.
Why it was never done before, we
hase no idea. Certainly, rasher and
more daring things have been done at
Maine.
Even last year there was the feat of
painting "57" on the cupola of Stevens
Hall. After that garbage cans were
covered with a red "57" on their ex-
teriors.
And probably more and better feats
have been done in the past. The
future offers unlimited opportunities.
That is. to the student who does not
get caught.
But in the meantime the Universi-
ty's record is ruined. They were com-
pelled to accept the cancellation of
classes.
No longer can they point with pride
to their imaginative plaque. A plaque
that would probably say—For holding
classes while beset with fires. floods
and snowstorms.
A fire they had in the 20's. A
flood they had in the 30's. A snow-
storm they had in the 50's.
* *
Even Neal O'Hara has taken up
the crusade for good coffee. A short
while ago he commented on coffee in
his column. Take It From Me.
"A Detroit man who left his office
a year ago to get a cup of coffee has
just turned up in Oklahoma City. Yes,
it really is becoming more difficult to
find a decent cup of coffee."
Things are bad all over. Coffee here
at Maine is about the same. Although
the Bookstore is making somewhat
better coffee, the Union's is still the
same—mud.
Hot chocolate, they serve with
marshmallow. Coffee, they serve with
butter. Or is it lard? We sometimes
wonder.
"Game Room Costs Warrant Charge"--Butler
To the Students
This letter is being written so that
the students of the University sr ill
have fuller knowledge of the factors
and considerations related to the
operation of the Game Room of the
Memorial Union. The Memorial
Union Governing Board studied care-
fully the operation of the Game Room
and reached the conclusion that a
nominal charge for the facilities would
be a prudent policy.
Ca Gate's. ewniu€4e4.
(ACP)—A letter-to-the-editor writer
in a Western University weekly classi-
fied college students into five cate-
gories: "The proletariat radicals, chip-
on-shoulder, who would be more at
home in a linseed oil factory than in a
classroom: (2) the bourgeoise social-
ists; (3) the nouveau riche pseudo
intellectuals: 141 the lip curling aris-
tocrats; and (5 ) the esoterics, listening
to the depraved mouthings of others
in detached silence."
* * *
"Striking a disheartening blow
against education was President Eis-
enhower. who recently fixed January
31 as the terminal date for most of
the veterans' benefits. Some of the
benefits to be affected by this message
are loan guaranty, mustering-out pay-
ments and education and training.
This action does not, however, end
the so-called state of national emer-
gency nor does it end the compulsory
draft for young men.
"The reason given for this move is
a desire on the part of the administra-
tion to economize. It seems unfortu-
nate that the economy of the United
States is in such straits as to necessi-
tate the termination of this very
worthwhile program. The amount
spent on veterans' benefits--education
in particular—is very small when com-
pared to the total national budget."
"The popular notion that educa-
tion is vitally important in keeping our
nation strong has apparently been
overlooked. Ending the assistance
granted to ex-servicemen who wish
to further their education will un-
doubtedly cause many of them to can-
cel their educational ambitions. Real-
izing that there are many implications
to this problem, we nevertheless hope
that the President will reconsider his
decision."
—Jerry Schreiber. editor. The Rec-
ord, St. John's University (Minnesota)
—ACP
Beta Upsilon chapter of Alpha Tau
Omega was established at Maine
1)(91.
It was felt that to preserve properly
the expensive equipment and to main-
tain appropriate conduct and atmos-
phere, full time supervision was
necessary. The costs of such super-
vision, together with costs of heat.
light, supplies and equipment main-
tenance will amount to approximately
$6,000.00 per year. This seemed to
be too large an amount to be ap-
propriated from the general funds of
the Memorial Union for a rather
specialized facility. An important fac-
tor in this decision was the obvious
need of providing adequate reserves
for depreciation, obsolescence and the
acquisition of additional necessary
equipment.
In determining the costs for play,
it was decided to keep them as low as
possible. At most State Universities
in New England and throughout the
country, the average rate is 60e per
hour for Billiards and 25( per hour
for Table Tennis. There is little likeli-
hood that this operation will show a
profit. Rather, it is expected that
there will be a deficit to be absorbed
from the general funds of the Me-
morial Union.
Should there be profits from the
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
operation of this department or others
in the Memorial Union, they will be
transferred to a reserve for equipment
replacement and acquisition. Perhaps
it should be noted at this point that
there are no concessions or profit-
sharing in the Memorial Union and
that all services and facilities are part
of the Memorial Union.
Although it is probably known, it
may be relevant to note that the
Governing Board is responsible for
the operation and budget of the Me-
morial Union. On this board there are
seven students, and two faculty and
two administration representatives.
The Alumni Secretary, the Vice Presi-
dent of the General Student Senate
and the Memorial Union Director
are ex-officio members.
It is our hope that this will explain
adequately the operation of the Game
Room and the factors involved in
determining its financial policies. We
feel confident that this is a wise policy
and we sincerely hope that the Game
Room will be an increasing source of
pleasure to the Students.
PALL F. Burt.Ea
Chairman of Governing
Board
by Dick 6i!lier
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Sr• Co-eds Relish Fraternity Parties
BY BEAT FOWLIE
All kinds of people say all kinds of
things about fraternity rushing.
Speaking for the majority of co-eds
on campus "More Power to 'em."
There have been parties and parties
and still more parties and that's good.
Guests at Alpha Gamma Rho at-
tended the Heifer Club Friday eve-
ning. Members of this club were
chaperoned by Prof. and Mrs. Her-
man H. Brugman.
Alpha Tau Omega opened their
Candlelight Club Room on Friday
evening. Adding to the atmosphere
was the music of Mel Tukey and his
campus band. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
D. Dunlap were chaperons. Saturday
evening the ATO's held the Silver
Dollar Dance. Chaperons were Mr.
and Mrs. Charles G. Werner. Mel
Tukey again appeared on the scene
on Sunday afternoon to give the mem-
bers and their guests a jam session
in real "Tukey style."
Friday evening Beta Theta Pi fea-
tured Dick Cloutier and his band for
dancing. Chaperons were Mr. and
Mrs. Frederick H. Radke and Capt.
and Mrs. Robert A. Chabot. Mr.
and Mrs. George W. Greenwood and
Mr. and Mrs. Norman A. Clukey
chaperoned dancers Saturday eve-
ning. The Rhythmaires furnished the
music.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell M. Bailey
chaperoned an informal vic dance at
Lambda Chi Alpha Friday evening.
Cal Morrill and his band provided
the music for dancers on Saturday
evening. Guest of the evening was
Dean John E. Stewart. On Sunday
ski movies were shown to fraternity
members and their guests.
At Phi Eta Kappa guests enjoyed
an informal dance on Friday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Anderson
and Prof. and Mrs. Philip M. Seal
chaperoned the affair. On Saturday
evening Ken Osgood and his band
Music Department
Announces Concert
The third in the series of Sunday
afternoon concerts featuring a Wood-
wind Quintet and Brass Ensemble will
he held this Sunday at 4 p.m. in the
Main Lounge of the Memorial Union.
Under the direction of Earle R.
Melendy of the Music Department,
the program will consist of a variation
of themes from the 18th Century to
the present day and will include the
vorks of such composers as Beetho-
ven, Guilmant, Handel, Haydn, Mc-
Kay, Turechek and Wallace.
Those students comprising the
Woodwind Quintet are: Suzanne Au-
dette, bassoon; Mary Gowell, oboe:
Donald MacKinnon, clarinet; Aileen
Webster. flute: and Faith Wixson,
horn. The Brass Ensemble consists
of Patricia Tripp. George Derrah and
Ralph Munroe, trumpets; Robert
Rand. baritone; Bruce Corwin and
Harvey York, trombones: and James
Dutton, tuba. Assisting at the piano
will be Priscilla Pfeiffer.
The public is cordially ins ited to
attend the concert for which no ad-
mission will be charged.
Opera louse
Fri.-Mon., Feb. 25-28
"LONG JOHN SILVER"
Color-Cinemascope
Robert Newton
Tues.-Tim.s., Mar. 1-3
"HANSEL & GRETEL"
Color
Anna Rossell. Mildred
Dunnock
furnished music for dancing. Prof.
and Mrs. Nathan H. Rich chaper-
oned. Monday evening the members
of Chi Omega sorority were guests
of the fraternity at the Phi Eta Fol-
lies.
At Phi Mu Delta Friday night
Sammy Saliba and his band provided
music for the members of the frater-
nity and their guests. Prof. and Mrs.
Stanley M. Wallace were chaperons.
On Sunday a jam session was held
featuring Sammy Saliba.
Mr. and Mrs. David W. Trafford
chaperoned an informal Cut-In
Dance at Phi Kappa Sigma Friday
evening. At the Hobo Dance on
Saturday night Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Leonard were chaperons. Rushees
saw while watching a skit the differ-
ence between how they are treated
now and how they will be treated
next fall.
The Bums' Brawl was the big fea-
ture at Sigma Nu this week end.
Dancers enjoyed the music of Lew
Pearson and his band. Chaperons
were Prof. and Mrs. Robert V. Sup-
ple and Mr. and Mrs. John W.
Nichols. At the informal Vic Dance
on Saturday Mr. and Mrs. Lewis E.
Weeks and Mr. and Mrs. Newell
Emery were chaperons. Sunday af-
ternoon movies were shown to frater-
nity members and guests. Chaperons
were Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Biscoe
and Mr. and Mrs. John W. Man-
chester.
Sigma Phi Epsilon held a Bal-
loon Dance Saturday evening. Chap-
erons were Dr. and Mrs. Garland B.
Russell and Mr. and Mrs. Keith M.
Baldwin.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Cushman
chaperoned an informal Vic Dance
at Sigma Chi Friday evening. Satur-
day was the night of the Sig Follies
featuring the music of Mel Tukey and
his campus band. Mr. and Mrs.
Nelson B. Jones were chaperons.
Guests at Tau Kappa Epsilon at-
tended a French Party Friday eve-
ning. Dick Kelso and his band pro-
vided the music for dancing. Mr. and
Mrs. Francis S. McGuire and Mr.
and Mrs. Richard W. Gerry chaper-
oned the affair.
Theta Chi held a South Seas Dance
Friday evening. Mr. and Mrs. Doug-
las W. Wylie chaperoned. Saturday
evening Mr. and Mrs. James L.
Wolfhagen chaperoned a party called
Dirty Pete's Saloon. The Magic City
Five furnished the music for dancing
Friday'sSnow Storm Costs About $1,000
Last Friday's snow storm cost the
University between $800 and $LOW,
according to J. Carroll Dempsey. su-
perintendent of buildings and grounds.
According to Dempsey, this was
the worst storm in three years. The
last storm to compare with the recent
one took place in 1952 on the same
day.
The assistance of five students was
required—four shovelers and one
power equipment operator. Addi-
tional equipment required included a
bulldozer for clearing the north end
parking area and a power grader for
piling the snow into banks.
The crew worked all day Thursday
and all day Friday until 4:00 p.m.
The crew resumed operations at 9:00
p.m. Friday and worked steadily un-
til 4:30 p.m. Saturday. Completely
exhausted, the crew finally finished
the task at 6:30 p.m. Sunday night.
41, Aft.. VI. I, I, I,
TOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
PARK AMUSEMENT COMPANY
BIJOU - Bangor
Starting Sat, for entire week
"20,000 LEAGUES UNDER
THE SEA"
Cinemaseope-Tech.
Kirk Douglas James Mason.
Paul Lukas Peter Lorre
PARK
BANGOR
Feb. 25-26. Fri.-Sat.
"DAWN AT SOCORRO"
Technicolor
Roy Calhoun, Piper Laurie
and
"RACING BLOOD"
Color
Bill Williams, Jean Potter
Sun.-Tues., Feb. 27-28,
Mar. 1
"BLACK KNIGHT'
Technicolor
Alan Ladd. Patricia Medina
and
"OUTLAW STALLION"
Technicolor
Phil Carey, Dorothy Patrick
Mar. 2-3, Wed.-Thurs.
"BOWERY BOYS MEET
THE MONSTERS"
Bowery Boys. Ellen Corby
and
"CARIBOU TRAIL"
Color
5T ORONO
Thur.., Feb. 24
George & Sheila Graham
in Color
"CHALLENGE OF THE
WILD"
6:30-8:29
Feature 7:00-9:00
Fri. & Sat., Feb. 25-26
Tony Curtis. Piper Laurie
"SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS"
2:30; 6:30-8:26
Feature 2:50; 6:45-8:45
Sun. & Mon., Feb. 27-28
Jeff Chandler, Jack Palance
In Technicolor
"SIGN OF THE PAGAN"
3:00; 6:30-8:26
Feattne 3:20; 6:50-8:50
Tues. & Wed., Mar. 1-2
James Mason. Claire Bloom
"THE MAN BETWEEN"
6: 30-8 :25
Feature 6:40-8:40
Thurs., Mar. 3
James Mason. David Nivens
"THE MOON IS BLUE"
6:30-8:26
Feature 6:40-8:40
at this time and were featured at a
jam session and buffet supper held on
Sunday afternoon.
The Prohibition Party was in full
swing at Tau Epsilon Phi Friday eve-
ning. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest R.
Weidhaas and Mr. and Mrs. Milford
Cohen were chaperons. Saturday
night was the Hayseed Party at which
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Nichols and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank K. Beyer
chaperoned. Nat Diamond and a
jam session attracted guests on Sun-
day afternoon. Mr. and Mrs. Roland
Struchtemeyer and Mr. and Mrs.
Harry W. Smith were chaperons.
Delta Tau Delta held an informal
Hat Dance Friday evening. Chap-
erons were Mr. and Mrs. John W.
Manchester and Mother Baron. Sat-
urday night the Freshman Combo
furnished the music for dancing. Mr.
and Mrs. Arling C. Ilazlett and
Mother Baron chaperoned.
Pinned: Stanley Milton, Phi Eta
Kappa, to Sheila Sorensen; Francis
Pinta, Kappa Sigma, to Joan Whit-
worth; William Sterritt. Phi Kappa
Sigma, to Sharon Seheffer; David
Foster, Phi Kappa Sigma, to Mar-
guerite Hamilton.
Engaged: Albert Small to Bever-
lv Grey; Janice Flood to Robert
Pike, Phi Kappa Sigma.
Algebra Prizes Offered
An Algebra Prize Contest will
be held Wednesday, March 2, at
7 p.m. in 6 South Stevens Hall.
The contest is open to all fresh-
man students, and prizes of $25,
$15, and $10 will be awarded.
Plans Underway
For Observance Of
Brotherhood Week
BY JOHN DONAfit
National Brotherhood Week
will be observed on the Maine
campus, March 6-8. The three-
day prop-am will be sponsored
by the Student Religious Associ-
ation. The theme this year will
be the promotion of internation-
al and inter-racial brotherhood.
Because of recent alterations in
procedure, there will be no assembly.
A banquet will be held in Estabrooke
Hall Tuesday, March 8. The Univer-
sity Glee Club will sing "The Ballad
of Brotherhood."
Dr. B. G. Gokhale, an exchange
professor from India, now at Bowdoin
College, who has affiliations with the
World University Service, will deliver
a speech on university students of In-
dia as compared with American col-
lege students.
Sunday, March 6. the International
Club will sponsor a program in which
the various foreign students will in-
troduce the religions of their own
countries.
Monday, March 7, the movie "Gen-
tleman's Agreement" will be shown
in the Memorial Union. Serving on
the committee are: Connie Douglass,
chairman; Evelyn Whitney, publicity;
Fred Lyon, Elva Brackett, Judy Pa-
setto, Philip Fowler, John Ertha, Jo
Staples, Diane Livingston, Paul Na-
deau, Chris Loomer, and Paul Tai-
ganides.
National Brotherhood Week was
established at the National Confer-
ence of Christians and Jews in 1928.
By appointment purveyors at soap to the late Ktna Georgia I. Yardley & Co , Ltd., London
Yardley brings you
months and months of shaving luxury—
London style
From London. the world's center of fashions for men. come,-
the N'ardley Shaving Bowl. This distinguished soap — im-
ported from England and packaged in America — should give
you up to six months of shav ing hixurv. The rich lather
wilts the beard, soothes the face and softens the skin in
wondrous fashion. At your campus store. il.25. Makers and
distributors for U. S. A., Yardley of London, Inc.. New York.
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Names Confusing? You Haven't Heard Anything Yet
By CAL GERALD
There are ninety-eight students
campus who have twins as far as
names are concerned. In some cases,
they are triplets!
So. unless your name happens to
be as unusual as Basil Eleftherios
Eleftheriou, for example. be thank-
ful the next time you're asked to spell
it for someone who's never heard it
before.
Think how confusing it could be
for Robert M. Smith. He's not the
only one on campus with that name.
Imagine the trouble there'd be if the
mailman delivered a girl's letter to
the wrong Bob!
Who's Who
We have two Pat Daigles on cam-
pus. but one is a boy and the other
is not. So if you plan to date one
of them, check first.
Chester Woodman is not a very
common name, but there are two
here. Furthermore. they are both
C. Woodman, Jr.
There are two sophomores, both
in the College of Arts and Sciences,
who answer to the name Richard
Libby. Even the Registrar must get
confused at times.
David Cobb. freshman. majors in
Technology and lives in Dunn Hall.
And then there's a freshman Tech-
nology major living in Dunn Hall
whose name is _David Cobb. Con-
fusing?
Senior Or Freshman?
Frederick E. Anderson is a senior.
but Frederick E. Anderson started
his first year here this fall
The College 'ofTechnology has
two Richard A. Browns. I wonder if
1
on I
their ranks ever get confused? If not.
I'll bet their instructors are!
At graduation this June, William
Brown will get his diploma, and the
next in line? You guessed it—Wil-
liam Brown.
Richard Collins is a sophomore,
but Dick Collins started his first year
here this fall. Don't feel sorry for
him—or should I say them? There
are two.
Paul Cyr really ought to sign his
name Paul E. Cyr, unless he's Paul
J. Cyr.
Be Careful
Will the R. Davises please be care-
ful when they write their names?
There are four! Two of them are
Robert. and the other two are Rich-
ard.
There are two "Mike" Goldmans
with us, but please note—one is Mi-
chael and the other is Myra.
The Class of '56 has two Donald
Grants. Two more Grants are called
Harold.
John Hardy is majoring in Mechan-
ical Engineering, but John Hardy is
in Business and Economics.
Robert and William Hutchinson are
from Augusta. but Robert Hutchin-
son is from Portland. and William
Hutchinson is from Lewiston. We
have two of each.
Confusing At Time.
Sigma Chi must he a confusing
place at times. There are two Bill
Johnsons there. But if a stranger
called. dollars to doughnuts he'd want
the Bill Johnson living at Theta Chi.
Anyone, for gojf? We have two
Bobby Jones' with us. But if you're
a basketball fan you know that one
University Catalog For 1955 Is Ready
The University's catalog for 1955
just off the press contains descrip-
tions of over 900 different courses
covering a wide range of subjects
from accounting to zoology.
Units of the University described
in the new catalog include the Col-
leges of Aviculture, Arts and Sci-
ences. Technology, School of Educa-
tion. and Graduate Study.
Sections on admission and financial
information give details regarding en-
trance requirements and charges for
tuition and other fees.
A complete list of personnel. uni-
versity calendar, information on loan
funds, prizes, scholarships, student
activities, physical education and ath-
letics, military science and tactics and
various other sections are included
in the new catalog.
The publication carries a new map
of the campus and photographs of
some of the University buildings.
of them is better at shooting on a
court than on a green.
John Lane is majoring in Forestry
and in Business and Economics. He's
not really doing double-duty. There
are two of him.
If someone asks you to call Don
Lord, make sure he didn't say Donna
Lord. We have both. The Janice
I.ords, of whom there are two, are in
Education. And George Lord is a
freshman and a senior. Have I lost
you? I don't know where I am.
either.
Which Jim
Jim Moore has a long way to travel
if he's going home—all the way to
Philadelphia. Unless, of course, he
lives in West Englewood, N. J. It
makes a difference whether he's
James P. or James R.
John O'Conner lives both very near
home and very far from it. One lives
in Brewer, the other in Conn.
New York sent us two Robert
Parkers. Shall we forgive the Empire
State for trying to confuse us?
This year, Tom Robinson came to
U. of M. and so did Tom Robinson.
There are two freshmen who answer
to the name.
Judith Sawyer in the north
and in the east. North Estabrooke is
the residence of the sophomore Saw-
yer and East Chadbourne claims the
freshman.
If Alden Small is called Al, then
what is Al Small called? This isn't a
riddle. I'm just curious.
Jim Smith will be around another
two or three years. depending on
whether he's a freshman or a sopho-
more.
Both Belong
Richard Thompson belongs to a
fraternity. Richard Thompson be-
longs to a fraternity. No. I'm not
repeating myself. They both belong
—to different houses.
Eleanore Turner can be grateful
that Eleanor Turner is better known
as "Ticky."
Jean White met Jean White the
other day. She told me so! I won-
der if the John Whites have met yet.
This guy is more confused than I
am! Robert Williams is a freshman,
a sophomore, and a junior!
Even with an unusual name you
cannot be certain that you don't have
a twin. However, if you're Edward
Gustav Riemenschneider or Mario
Guy Chiaravelotti. you're probably
safe.
Indian Music Interpreters To Appear
At Memorial Gym Next Tuesday Night
Reginald and Gladys Laubin, inter-
preters of American Indian music and
dance, will appear in the Memorial
Gym on Tuesday, March I, at 8 p.m.,
the University Assembly Committee
announced Thursday.
The Laubins are a white couple
who have lived among the Indians,
gathering material for their programs.
They learned most of their dances
from old-time Indians and still take
part in the annual festivities on the
Standing Rock and Crow Reserva-
tions.
A native of Lima, Ohio, Laubin
attended art school in Norwich, Con-
necticut. With his wife he has made
exhaustive studies of Indian material.
While on the Standing Rock Res-
ervation the two were made honor-
ary members of the Sioux Tribe by
04.4.fii4:504444-1-4704,
Engineering
representatives of
PRATT ex WHITNEY
AIRCRAFT
will be on the campus
FEBRUARY 28
to interview
AERONAUTICAL METALLURGICAL
ELECTRICAL MECHANICAL
CHEMICAL PHYSICISTS
ENGINEERING GRADUATES
Please S•e Your
COLLEGE PLACEMENT OFFICER
for an appointment on
FEBRUARYP28
Chief 'One Bull,' nephew of the fa-
mous 'Sitting Bull.'
Reginald and Gladys Lauhin are
the first to present authentic Indian
dancing on the concert stage. They
have been authorized to speak in be-
half of the National Congress of
American Indians. an organization
comprising 150,000 Indians of vari-
ous tribes. They have also written a
number of articles on Indian arts.
crafts, and welfare.
The Laubins come to Maine after
a successful European tour of five
months. Their appearance is being
sponsored by the assembly commit-
tee in cooperation with the Modern
Dance Club and the Women's Physi-
cal Education Major's Club.
Resident Applications
All women students interested
In positions as junior residents
at Chadbourne hall and as sen-
ior resident at the Elms should
apply at once at the office of the
Dean of Women Edith G. Wilson,
74 Library.
Have
CRAIG
The Tailor
Do Your
CLEANING, PRESSING
& REPAIRING
Contact our agents
on campus
3 Main St., Orono
Tel. 6-3656
•
Housing Office
States Men's
Dorm Set Up
Housing accommodations for
men students for the school year,
1955-56, was announced last
week by the Housing Office.
Dunn and Corbett Halls and ap-
proximately half of the new dormi-
tory. and the north section of Hanni-
bal Hamlin Hall will be occupied bs
freshmen.
Upperclass students will occupy the
other half of the new dormitory, all
of Oak Hall and the south section of
Hannibal Hamlin Hall.
In the new dormitory an alternate
system has bee; l arranged with two
upperclass student, in one room and
two freshmen in the next. Oak Hall
will be converted back to its original
capacity of 96 students. This will
mean two students to a room. The
single rooms in Dunn and Corbett
Halls which have been used as double
rooms will be converted back to one-
man rooms.
Even with the new dormitory at
least 100 students will be housed in
the North Dorm,, the office said.
Applications Now Ready
For Selective Service Test
Applications for a Selecthe Ser-
vice College Qualification Test to
be held on campus April 21 must
be in the mail before Monday.
March 7, according to the Dean of
Men's office.
Registration blanks and informa-
tion about the test may be obtained in
the dean's office, 205 Library.
Male students taking the test and
receiving a score of 70 per cent or
better will be deferred from the draft
as long as they stay in school. ac-
cording'io Dean of Men John E.
Stewart.
Besides this test there are two other
ways of becoming deferred from the
draft while in school. One is to take
the advanced ROTC program, the
other is to maintain a certain stand-
ing in the class.
Committee To Study
Graduates Jobs
A committee of five University fac-
ulty and administrative members is
conducting a survey concerning the
vocations pursued by the women
graduates of the Class of 1954.
The National Vocational Guidance
Association of the American Person-
al and Guidance Association request-
ed the survey.
Out of 124 replies to question-
naires sent out, it was learned that 42
per cent of the women graduates
have entered the teaching field.
People Say —
' Voss caos P-odd al PARK'S'
PARK'S 
HARDWARE
& VARIETY
Mill Street 01 nnc,, Maine
a a
V. hen in Bangor stop at
-We Cater to Parties
Ippooile Dow Field—
. ad Banquets"
Hammond St.
The Pilot's Grill
PIZZA HOUSE
ANNOUNCES DELIVERY SERVICE
Women's Dorms
Orders received by
9:30—Delivered from
10:00 to 10:30
Men's Dorms & Fraternities
Orders received by
10:30—Delivered between
11:00 and 11:30
NOW SERVING SPAGHETTI
Wed. — Fri. — Sat. 5:00-9:0()
No Minimum — No Service Charge
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Page Five
Poor Conditions May Shift State Meet
Melted Snow Can ForceBecaz qacis Skiers To Farmington
BY PAUL FERRIGNO
The wheels are beginning to turn in
the fraternity basketball loop as the
campaign heads down the home
stretch to its conclusion on March 22.
Action had been quiet and routine in
the league until early last week when
Lambda Chi Alpha. in a brilliantly
played ball game, dropped leader
Phi Eta Kappa from the unbeaten
tanks with a 65-64 upset victory.
Lambda Chi, who last y ear was
nothing more than a trouble-
some ball club, has jumped into
contention this year with the ad-
dition of Paul Meyer, who is
currently leading the league in
scoring.
The Lambda Chis have now
won 10 of 11 games with their
lone blemish coming front a
downtrodden Kappa Sig squad
earlier in the year. Since then
the squad has built up steam,
and at the present time is one of
the hottest teams in the loop,
having won the last eight games.
From now until the end it looks as
if the fur is really going to start fly-
ing. Each of the four top contenders,
Phi Mu, Phi Gam. Phi Eta, and
Lambda Chi, have big ones left.
Phi Mu has six games remaining on
its slate, two of which are against
Lambda Chi and Phi Eta, and one
against a rough Beta squad. Phi Gam
has five to go, also having to meet
the same two contenders and a good
Sig Ep- team to boot.
Lambda Chi has just four
games remaining on the slate
but two are killers, Phi Mu and
Phi Gam. On the other hand,
Phi Eta also has just four games
left on their slate, but all four
gatnes are within the space of
six days.
Phi Eta has perhaps the rough-
est path to the title as the sched-
ule is definitely against them.
The Phi Etas will not play a ball
game from Feb. 23 until Mar.
15, and then will face Beta, Phi
Mu, Sigma Nu and Phi Gam in
that order.
This schedule may seem to be
a bit out of proportion as it was
not planned this way. Phi Eta
was to meet Phi Gam on March
I. However, the game was called
off until March 22, due to an
assembly scheduled at the Gym.
The schedule change equally has
affected Phi Gam's chances, as they
must now meet Lambda Chi and Phi
Eta in succession to give an added
touch to their season's end. Had the
schedule not been changed Phi Gam
would have had the Phi Eta game be-
hind them and seven days' rest before
meeting Lambda Chi.
Phi Mu and Lambda Chi seem to
have the more feasible schedules, as
both have a week off between their
big ones. After Lambda Chi and Phi
Mu meet on March 8 each will have a
week until they play their final im-
portant battle.
Of course, both squads will have
games sandwiched within this time,
with the Phi Mus getting the better of
the deal. Phi Mu will face a coming
ATO club the day after the Lambda
Chi contest, and then have six days
off until they face Phi Eta to close
their season.
Lambda Chi, on the other hand.
will have a game with Sigma Chi the
day after the Phi Mu contest, and a
contest with Alpha Gam the day prior
to their season's finale against Phi
Gam.
That is the story on the schedule
and here are the games to watch.
Draw your own conclusions.
March 8th—Lambda Chi-Phi
March 17th—Lambda Chi-Phi
Gam
Phi Mu-Phi Eta
March 22nd-- Phi Fia-Phi Gam
Mu I
Sparring 1,f1 in a prattiet- session for the coming intramural
boxing twit-mini-911 are Mike Judkins, left, and Paul Lalumiere.(••ach 1)•••• Shi•1•I- is in the background. Besides boxing, wrestling
classes ary also being held. (Photo hy Reed).
Blue Five At Bowdoin Saturday
Close Season Monday At Colby
BY NIAX BURRY
Th.-. University of Maine's Black
Bear basketball squad closes out its
1954-1955 season when they face
Bowdoin at Brunswick on Saturday
and Colby at Waterville Monday.
The hottest of the two encounters
should be the Polar Bear tilt at Bruns-
wick. So far this season the Maine
combination has split with the Polar
Bears, winning the first game at Bow-
doin and then losing at Memorial
Gym.
Coach Russ DeVette and company
expect a rough game against peren-
nial State Series power Colby. With
a home floor advantage plus the
height of Justin Cross, Dave Van Al-
len, and Bob Raymond, the Mules
will undoubtedly have the advantage
over the Pale Blue.
Aithouvh the Bears dropped a 94-
80 decision to New Hampshire last
Friday. and fell victim to the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts Redmen on
Saturday. the squad gave top-notch
performances in both games.
At Amherst. Mass., last Saturday
Mike Polese fired up the DeVettemen
with a blistering 28 point barrage to
tie the U-Mass hoop record. Polese
pumped 14 field goals through the
strings and was outpointed only by
George Burke, a former Maine stu-
dent. who scored 32 points. Other
Mainites who grabbed double figure
honors were Gus Folsom and Sterling
Huston, each with 14 markers, and
Pete Kostocopoulos with 12.
The Bears bounced back from a
50-32 halftime disadvantage to draw
within 5 points of the Redmen in the
'closing minutes.
Within The Walls
Next week's schedule:
Tonight
7:00
Phi Kap vs. SAE
Phi Mu vs. Theta Chi
8:00
Sig Ep •s. Delta Tau
Alpha Cam vs. Sigma Nu
9:00
Tau Ep vs. Beta
Sigma Chi vs. Kappa Sig
Monday
7:00
N.D. I vs. .orb. 4
N.D. 8-9 vs. Freeloaders
8:00
vs. So. Apts.
vs. Newman
9:00
Sig Ep vs. Beta
Alpha Gam vs. Phi Eta
Last week's scores:
Phi Gam 81 Delta Tau 38
Sig Ep 43 Tau Ep 42
Phi Kap 69 Kappa Sig 44
Lambda Chi 46 Beta 39
Phi Mu 79 SAE 70
Freeloaders 70 ND 6-7 69
Delta Tau 45 Alpha Gam 43
Lambda Chi 65 Phi Eta 64
Phi Cam 109 TKE 50
(Gym record)
Dunn 4
Dunn 2
ATO 53 Beta 50
ND 8-945 ND 440
ND 5 52 Corb 125
Monday evening scores:
Ocummo 61 Dunn 3 52
ND 6-7 2 (;orb 30 (Forfeit)
Dunn 1 74 "'wags 23
Phi Mu 68 Alpha Gam 37
Newman 63 Cabins 53
ATO 59 Sigma Nu 44
Standings thus far (including
Monday's games):
Fraternity
Won Lost
Phi Mu 10
Phi Eta 10 1
Lambda Chi 10 1
Phi Gam 9 1
Sig Ep 7 3
American
Won Lost
Dunn 4 6 0
Cabins 6 1
Oak 6 1
National
ND 8-9 6 0
Corb 4 4 2
ND 4 4 2
2
2
ND 5 4 2 2
Sam Sezak announced that all
games scheduled for March I have
been postponed until March 22.
BY MAX BURRY
A vast improvement in snow conditions is necessary if theMaine State Ski Championships are to be held at Orono over the
week end.
Blue Cindermen
Establish Six
UConn Records
BY SAL SCARPATO
The University of Maine track
team, spirited by the loss of two men
through ineligibility, struck back,
soundly whipping the Universities of
Connecticut and Massachusetts in a
triangular meet at the Storrs, Con-
necticut, fieldhouse. last Saturday.
The Pale Blues scored 68 points
while host Connecticut could only
muster 58 and Massachusetts a scant
18. in the first track meet held in the
UConn's brand new indoor track.
Records Fall
Maine went on the warpath, cap-
turing firsts in eight events and break-
ing no less than six Connecticut rec-
ords. Perhaps the most spectacular
performance was Paul Firlotte's amaz-
ing 4:24.6 mile, the fastest of his high
school and college career. "His per-
formance," said Coach Chester "Chet"
Jenkins, "was by far the best I've
ever seen since the 40's."
Ace dashman Bill Calkin's 7.6 time
in the high hurdles not only set the
record at the new arena but also
would have been a record in our own
fieldhouse.
Jake Nivison did a beautiful job
in the 60 yard dash and the 300 yard
run. His first in the 60 (6.5) and
close second in the 300 against winner
Jack Kellher of Connecticut, who set
a new record. showed Jenkins that
he will be a big asset in the 220 out-
door run this spring.
To complete the Maine record
spree, Dave Smith put the shot 463/4
feet, Bill Johnson heaved the 35 pound
weight 49 feet 61/2
 inches and little
Chellis Smith pole vaulted 121/
 feet.
Also, due credit should be given to
Stan Furrow who ran a very strong
two miles but finished second by a
stride to Jack Horn of Massachusetts.
Lambda Chi Ace
Drops Off Pace
With a little less than three weeks
left in the 1954-55 intramural basket-
ball campaign, Lambda Chi's Paul
Meyer still remains in command of
the Fraternity scoring race with a
24.5 average for II games.
Meyer, who slipped somewhat in
his last two games, has already hit
for 270 points with six games left to
play. The Lambda Chi rebounding
specialist was averaging 26.1 points
per game last week until he countered
just 35 markers in two contests.
This has left room for the plodding
Ken "Moose" Henrikson, of Phi Kap
to edge closer in the red hot scoring
battle. Big Henrikson. who has played
second to Meyer throughout most of
the campaign, has found an opening
and is beginning to move toward the
lead.
The Phi Kap hook artist ripped
home 24 markers against Kappa Sig
last week to give him a total of 237
points in just 10 contests for a 23.7
average. He has six more contests
in which to catch the cooling Meyer.
Moody, despite missing a couple
of his team's earlier games, has
leaped to the fore with 93 points in
his last four contests. He has hit for
152 points in 9 contests for a sharp
16.8 average with six games to go.
 4) Ski coach Ted Curtis told reporters
earlier this week, "Present conditions
here are poor, and if the situation
hasn't improved by Thursday or Fri-
day the meet will be moved to Farm-
ington."
Although there is plenty of snow
here at the present time, the rain-
storm two week ends ago took off
practically all the good base. How-
ever, if at all possible the Champion-
ships will be held here on Friday and
Saturday.
Event Schedule
The schedule of events is as fol-
lows whether the meet will be held
here or at Farmington: Friday 9:30
a.m., cross country; Friday 2 p.m.,jumping: Saturday. 10 a.m., slalom:
and Saturday afternoon, the downhill.
The meet, which was originally
slated to be held here last week end,
was called off because of poor 'snow
conditions. The weather may repeat
itself, since the forecasts were for rain
through Wednesday.
The snowstorm last Friday estab-
lished new hope of having the meet
held here and gave the Maine hickory-
men a chance to brush up on their
techniques, but by Monday much of
the snow had been melted away.
In the meets, the Pale Blue will
have the services of both Captain Wes
Scrone and Milt Christie. This will be
Christie's first outing with the Bears
in three weeks.
Bowdoin Threat
Bowdoin appears to be the big
threat to the Maine quest for their
second title in succession and their
19th in 22 attempts. When asked
about the Bowdoin combination Curtis
said, "Bowdoin should press us hard
in both the jumping and slalom events,
although they aren't too strong in the
cross-country."
Curtis further remarked, "Every
member of the team is in excellent
physical condition and can ski the nine
mile cross-country in a day's notice."
The Bear mentor also praised the spirit
shown by the squad since the outset
of the campaign.
Last week end Coach Curtis took
Wes Scrone and team-mate Leon
Akers to Berlin, New Hampshire, forthe Berlin Winter Carnival. In the
111/2
 class B cross-country event
Scrone captured first, followed by
Akers in second place.
In comparative time with Class A
performers, Scrone came in fourth out
of the entire field which included
several former Olympic performers
and an array of outstanding skiersfrom all over the east.
Jay Potsdam Breaks
Rifle Range Record
The University of Maine Rifle
Team sparked by Captain Jay Pots-dam, who set a University rifle range
record last week, will take to the roadthis week end to meet Bowdoin on
Saturday and Colby on Monday in a
pair of shoulder to shoulder matches.
Potsdam, shooting with uncanny
accuracy in a postal match against
the Universities of New Hampshire
and Massachusetts, established a new
Fieldhouse record, hitting the target396 times out of 400 attempts.
The Maine ace shot IM prone, 99
kneeling, termed remarkable by coach
Captain M.A.C. Gardner, and 97
standing.
In regards to the team's °serail rec-
ord, Coach Gardner does not have allthe results of past meets. but he saidthe squad had won about two thirds
of their matches thus far.
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Philippine Foreign Co-ed Says
American Male Is Too Noisy
BY SHELLEY HYMAN
"One Of the reasons I came to
Maine was to learn to ski and skate."
says Cecilia Gachan. a recent and
one of the most charming foreign
students on campus.
Cecilia is from Cebu. Philippines.
and never saw snow before her arriv-
al in New York in 1953.
She .ttended Columbia University
for a year and a half before transfer-
ring to Maine %%here it seemed to be
the perfect spot for plenty of snow.
Cecilia regards the students at
Maine more friendly and informal
than any where else she has ever been.
She finds the girls at South Esta-
brooke, where she is living, make her
teel most welcome.
Cecilia believes that the American
male is too aggressive v. ith members
of the opposite sex. She also thinks
the American male is too "nosy."
She thinks the American men on the
whole are better looking than the
'
more ease. She particularly likes
,American men in uniform.
She finds a few of our social cus-
toms extremely different from those
she has knov.n. For example. in the
Philippines %Oen boy dates girl a
chaperone is required to accompany
the couple.
"I was shocked." were Cecilia's
words used to describe New York
City upon her arrival there two years
ago. She was shocked by the conges-
tion, the uncleanliness of the city and
the fact that parents let their children
play in the street. She believes that
the American child is not given
enough parental guidance during his
adolescence and becomes too inde-
pendent too quickly.
Cecilia. a fascinating conversation-
alist. is a delightful and intelligent
young ssoman. She is a sophomore
enrolled in the college of education.
and hopes to return to her own coun-
try after graduation to teach in the
Filipinos and bear themselves with elementary grades.
Bangor Bandstand
Kappa Sig. Second Oldest
Campus Fraternity House
BY CAL GERALD
Kappa Sigma, the second oldest fraternity on campus, was
the second Kappa Sig chapter to be formed in the North. Here at
Maine, the charter was granted on December 1, 1885.
Until 1895, the fraternity meetings last few years Kappa Sig has boasted
%sere held on the third floor of Fernald a football captain.
Hall, but that year the first fraternity Houseparties are annual affairs in
house was built and the Kappa Sigs the spring and fall, as is the Christmas
moved in. Later the house burned but party for state wards. The Kappa Sigs
was rebuilt on the original site, often invite their sister sorority, Chi
This fraternity boasts some out- Omega, over to the house for social
standing men. To name a few, Thur- events during the year.
low Cooper is scheduled to become a The Kappa Sigma emblem is the
three-letter sophomore at the end of caduceus, and the seal bears the
the year, Pat Parent has headed vocal crescent and star. The fraternity
groups on campus and Delano Boutin colors are scarlet, green and white,
has been chairman of the Community and the flower is the lily of the valley.
Chest for the past two years. There This Sunday the fraternity will be
are several Dean's List men in the honored on the weekly Campus-
house, and even a two-year agriculture WGUY radio program. "Bangor Band-
student. Every athletic activity ex- stand Salutes the University of
cept golf is represented and for the Maine," at 3 p.m.
What young people are doing at General Electric
Young specialist in
community relations
makes friends in
101 plant cities
General Electric now has 131 plants in 101
cities, and one problem is common to all:
How can the company show people in every
community that it is a good neighbor?
This responsibility is shared by many and
stimulated by 32-year-old John T. McCarty.
His job: Consultant, Program Services in
Plant Community Relations.
McCarty's work is varied, exciting
McCarty's assignment is to help each of the
General Electric plants tell its neighbors what
it is doing, what it hopes to do, and how it
fits into the community.
He must be ready to travel to 26 states.
He prepares community-relations manuals
for use in all 101 plant cities. He supervises
surveys of community sentiment, and tests
the local effects of the company's advertis-
ing. And he helps plant management main-
tain friendly contacts with civic, religious,
educational and other community leaders.
23,000 college graduates at General Electric
This is a sensitive and important job.
McCarty was readied for it in a careful step-
by-step program of development. Like Mc-
Carty, each of the 23,000 college-graduate
employees is given his chance to grow, to
find the work he does best, and to realize his
full potential. For General Electric has long
believed this: When fresh young minds are
given freedom to make progress, everybody
benefits — the individual, the company, and
the country.
JOHN AUCARTY joined G. E.'s Adver-
tising Department as a copywriter
after army service and graduation
from U. of Michigan in 1947. He has
held his present job since June 1952.
Progress /s Our Most /mporidnt Product
Cheating Results
In Loss Of Dunn
Washer Service
All four automatic washers in the
basement laundry area in Dunn Hall
were shut down last Friday afternoon
by the Housing Office in an attempt
to stop users from sticking wooden
and cardboard slugs into the machines
instead of paying the regular fee.
According to Vernon C. Elsemore,
Housing Manager, rather than to pro-
duce further damage to the machines,
it was decided to shut them down for
a week. If this doesn't stop the prac-
tice the machines will be closed per-
manently, he said.
Elsemore said the office regretted the
inconvenience caused to the students
ho use the washers honestly, but
pointed out that the costs of mainte-
nance and repairs were very high.
"There has always been a certain
amount of trouble such as this," the
Housing Office head said, "but never
as much as we have experienced this
year."
With the four washers closed in
Dunn, there remains only the one in
the basement of Oak Hall to serve all
four men's dormitories.
Frosh Five Ends Season
Saturday At Brunswick
The Maine Freshman basketball
squad will travel to Brunswick Satur-
day for its season's finale against the
Bowdoin Frosh.
"Brud" Stover, a former Morse
High School of Bath and Exeter,
N. H.. athlete, is the keystone of the
Bowdoin offense. Stover, who plays
the center slot for the Cub Polar
Bears, should give Coach Hal Wood-
bury's team a lot of trouble on the
boards and from his potent hook shots
from out around the keyhole.
At present the Frosh are undefeated
and are favored over the Polar Cubs.
Coach Woodbury said Monday that
"The whole squad has steadily im-
proved all season long and the out-
look for Saturday's game is very
good."
In 1953-54 there were 400 Maine
men on nine varsity and freshman
athletic teams.
lo;() i re
slips on iraise
Yes, greasy hair creams and cils can
put the skids under romance. But many
a man has regained a firm grip on the
situation by switching to new Vitalis
Hair Tonic.
You'll find no animal, vegetable or
mineral oil in new Vitalis. It keeps your
hair neat all day with V-7, the grease-
less grooming discovery.
Greaseless Vitalis doesn't "pile up"
on your hair. So you can use it as often
as you like--even every day—yet never
have an over-slick, plastered-down look.
See what a difference Vitalis Hair
Tonic can make for you. Get a bottle
today wherever fine drug products
are sold.
VITALIS ®
NAIR TONIC
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Carnegie Gift To Maine
CameAs Surprise To All
BY SANDIE KING
The president of the University
stood up during chapel services and
made an announcement. It was but
a few words.
A loud cheer came from the stu-
dents as he completed his announce-
ment.
The year: 1905.
The announcement: Andrew Car-
negie had made a gift of $50,000 to
the University for the construction of
a new library.
President of the University George
E. Fellows had been corresponding
with Carnegie for quite a while, un-
knowingly by the faculty and staff as
well as by the students.
Came As Surprise
Thus the announcement of the gift
came as a surprise to the whole uni-
versity.
In 1906 the first separate library
building at the University was con-
structed. The slope south of the
president's house facing the main
road and the car line was chosen as
the site of the building, because Uni-
versity officials felt that the building
would improve the southern end of
the campus which at that time was
bare and unattractive.
Canterbury Plans
Lenten Program
Ash Wednesday was observed by
members of Canterbury Club at Can-
terbury House Wednesday. A pene-
tential office service was conducted
at the regular chapel meeting by the
chaplain, Father John Mason.
Lenten programs have been planned
for Wednesday evening meetings be-
fore Easter. On March 16 a student
panel will be held: on March 23 the
speaker will be the Rev. Rhys Wil-
liam, rector of St. Simon and St.
Jude's Episcopal Church in Northeast
Harbor; and on March 30 the speak-
er will be the Rev. John B. Fort. rec-
tor of St. John's Epsicopal Church.
Bangor.
On Thursday evening the club
committee chairmen met with the
executive council at Canterbury
House to draw up a constitution to
present to the club for adoption.
Attending were Rev. and Mrs.
John Mason, Reginald Bowden, Betsy
Pullen, Franklin Weston, Jane Ed-
wards, John Burnham, Elizabeth
Rand. Sally Carroll, Steve Hyatt.
Patti Dessler, JoAnne Staples. Russell
Kinaman, Ethel Pinkham, and Diane
Livingstone.
A design of simple Grecian archi-
tecture was chosen. The building of
white granite was highlighted by two
large Doric columns in front.
During graduation week in June,
1906. the cornerstone was laid at
ceremonies at which Pres. Fellows
spoke. The building was completed
by the following Thanksgiving.
On the first floor of the library were
reading rooms for periodicals, a ref-
erence room, a librarian's office and
stacks. The second floor also had
stacks, a lecture hall and a special
recreation room. The basement had
a much-wanted club room which
could be used for informal meetings
of campus groups.
Served 576 Students
In 1906 the library served a stu-
dent capacity of 576 students. At the
time of the erection of the building
60,000 volumes were housed in Co-
burn Hall. Previously. Fernald Hall.
the oldest building on campus, had
served as a library.
For 41 years Carnegie housed the
library until 1947, after a crying need
for new library facilities, the new
library was opened. Immediately.
Carnegie was renovated for use as
fine arts center. The third floor stacks,
were converted into an art studio
and the reading rooms were convert-
ed into classrooms. The students
were pleased with the addition of a
snack bar in the basement.
Carnegie Hall is thought of today
as the greystone building adorned by
a large weeping willow. Inside, the
atmosphere is quiet and the upstairs
gallery almost always offers interest-
ing art exhibits.
Carnegie has not changed since the
renovation in 1947 except for the
snack bar, which was removed when
the Memorial Union building was
opened in 1953.
Soph Hop March 11
The annual Sophomore Hop
will be held March 11, accord-
ing to the class executive board.
Jimmy Hawes and his band will
provide music for the late-per-
mission dance. All sophomore*
will receive free tickets to the
event.
People Scut —
' ilfas4 can #01,:i al PARK'S
PARK'S HARDWARE& VARIETY
Mitt Street 01 ono, Maine
Sklar's Delicatessen and Grocery
117 State St. Dial 6701
Sandwiches To Take Out
Bangor, Maine
IIILLSON ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
For the week of February 21, 1955
To
LEON AKERS
For winning the Skimeister Trophy at the
recent state meet at Colby
The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE
HILLSON CLEANERS
18 MU Street Orono 63647
•
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Here's a view of Carnegie Hall inside as it looked when it
building was made possible by a gift of Andrew Carnegie and
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served as the University's library. The
was transformed into a fine arts center
A Campus-to-Career Case History
Manager Ray New explains the importance o good service to one of his assistants
His "individual training" paid off
When Ray New—Business Administration. Buffalo. '51—
started with New York Telephone Company, he never suspectedhis work would face hint with problems of this sort—
"My job as business office manager
is to see that the customer gets the best
possible service. One of my assignments
took me into a section of Manhattan that
had a large Puerto Rican population.
"Frequently our people would get
somebody on the line who couldn't speak
a word of English. So I saw to it that
each of my representatives learned a few
standard Spanish phrases—enough to get
somebody to the telephone who could
speak English.
"There are no two days alike in this
work, with new problems coming up all
the time. The best part of it is that the
training program here is tailor-made to
the job. First you get a general back-
ground in the business, then you go into
what I call 'individual training.' That's
where your own special abilities are de-
veloped and you're encouraged to think
out new ways to solve everyday prob-
lems — like the one I just described.
"Right now I'm Business Manager
in charge of an office doing 8250,000
worth of business a month."
You'll find these things true of college men. like Ray
New, who go into telephone work. They 's e been well
trained, they enjoy their present jobs. and they're
headed for responsibilities and greater reward-i. If
you'd be interested in a similar opportunity with a Hell
telephone operating company, or with Sandia Corpora-
tion, Bell Telephone Laboratories ix Western Electric,
Kee vour Placement Officer for full details.
BELL
TELEPHONE
SYSTEM
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Family Of Three Are
(Continued from Page One)
Attend Universit, Of Maine
As far as choosing a school was
concerned, that was easy. Naturally.
for these two Pine Tree State natives
with a son and daughter attending
Maine, it was the natural choice.
Most of courses the two older
Diehls are taking are in the Co.lege of
Education. In addition. Mrs. 1.N.;e1,I
has a course in modern American
Literature, while psychology and
several history courses complete the
Admiral's schedule. As far as study-
ing is concerned, both agree that it's
hard getting back to that. Mrs. Diehl
NSA Representative
Speaks To Senate
John Seiler. national representative
of the U. S. National Students Asso-
ciation. explained the organization's
functions to the Student Senate last
Monday.
The Senate last year Noted to join
the organization, hut due to clerical
error, the action was not completed.
Following Seiler's discussion the Sen-
ate agreed to continue with its affili-
ation.
In other business Norman Lapointe
was elected to a two-year term on
the Good Will Chest Board of GOV-
ernors. and Ann Rubin was elected for
one year.
Cynthia Nelson was elected to
look into possibility of a student-fac-
ulty coffee.
Richard Garnache reported for a
committee looking over recognition
pins for Senate and Senate committee
members.
A simple triangular pin with an
"M" engraved on it was voted for
committee members and a more elab-
orate recognition pin was agreed on
for Senators.
Newman Observes
Cardinal's Day
Maine's Newman Club will join
Newman Clubs throughout the nation
Sunday in commemorating National
Cardinal Newman Day.
Students numbering more than three
hundred thousand from over 500 col-
leges will participate. Newman Clubs
throughout the nation are presenting
special programs in reverence to their
patron's birthday. Feb. 21. 1 801 .
These services include Mass, corporate
communions. Newman Club 'Sym-
posia, and displays of Cardinal New-
man's books and writings.
Monsignor Robert E. Tracy, Na-
tional Newman Club Chaplain, will
be guest speaker on an inter-denomi-
national religious program to be
broadcast Sunday over CBS radio.
A display of books and posters will
be in the Library publicizing Nation-
al Cardinal Newman Day.
Iambi reissel asauswe Muni
Young men and women will
always find this banking in-
stitution interested and hP!p-
ful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.
The
Merrill
Trust Company
Wort r!e• &hoes In
Eastern 14•In•
Al•reb•t radars: Dtrposit Insurance Corp.
Maine
explained that her husband had done
some studying during most of his
years in the Coast Guard, but for
her, "studying is all new."
Attends Eighteen Schools
Son Herman isn't having such a
time of it, though. Although Maine
is the eighteenth school he has at-
tended, as a recent high school grad-
uate. studying isn't too new. But it
is somewhat different from studying
at the high school from which he was
graduated in June.
"There," Herman explained. "a
semi-progressive method of instruc-
tion under which students can choose
the courses they want to take is used."
Like most students. he chose the
easiest courses available for the most
part and now is beginning to regret
it a little.
He said he didn't mind attending
the same school with his parents and
added that he saw them just about
every day. "If I don't see them, some-
one else does and will tell me later."
he explained.
Right now he's in the middle of
rushing and expressed pleasure over
the rushing s)stem and fraternities in
general here at Maine.
And who will the Diehl family be
cheering for in State Series competi-
tion? Herman will quite naturally be
cheering for Maine. His parents will,
too. when the University is playing
Bowdoin or Colby. But as far as
Bates-Maine games go, that's a differ-
ent story. Mrs. Diehl said jokingly.
"Guess we'll be cheering for both
teams in those games."
That's typical of the fun and good
humor which this very delightful
family has. The Diehls are a warm,
close, friendly family and fit easily
into the Maine scene.
More Diehls To Come
When Adm. and Mrs. Diehl leave
campus, and even when son Herman
graduates, that won't end direct fam-
ily connections with this school. Right
now there's one other Diehl. William,
a nephew. who, like Herman, is a
freshman in Arts and Sciences, and
next year there will be one more.
HenryDiehl, another nephew, will
join this all Maine family at Maine
at the beginning of the fall semester.
Students New Faculty Council Committee
May Rewrite Class Schedule
The Faculty Council has established a committee that will
possibly rewrite the entir2 class schedule.
The Council, meeting last Monday bers often meet separately with only
afternoon, set up the commitLe Siter the power of recommendation.
comments that too many classes were
being scheduled for times such as 9
and 10 a.m. Monday, Wednesday and
Friday. So many classes being sched-
uled in certain time areas, the Coun-
cil felt, caused numerous conflicts
hich prevent students from taking
many courses they would like to have
but cannot work into their schedules.
In regard to its previous work this
year studying interruptions in sched-
uled classes, the Council, in effect,
postponed action by tentatively voting
that all requests for activities which
would conflict with class time will
have to be submitted to the elected
members of the Council w hich will
make recommendations to the full
Council.
Twenty-two members are elected
annually by vote of the faculty. Other
Council members are on it automat-
ically because of positions they hold
in the administration. Elected mem-
As part of the continuing study of
interruptions, however, the Council
voted Monday to have the Calendar
Committee prepare a report on all
interruptions. When this report is
ready, a special meeting of the Coun-
cil will be held and it is expected
more definite action will be taken.
In other business, the Council voted
to set up a committee to revise the
"Information for Faculty" handbook
published annually for faculty mem-
bers.
Call For Frosh Pitchers
arsity Baseball Coach Walter
"Andy" Anderson has announced
that he would like to see Froth
pitchers who are interested in
working out with the varsity at
the fieldhouse as boon as pos-
sible.
rINININOMMIMPLOOkokaomemetAROOMMISXMgar r..  .
LUCKY DROODIES ! WEVE GOT 'EM!
WHAT'S THIS? For solution see paragraph below.
IT'S EASY TO SEE that the Droodle above is titled:
Tired anthropologist relaxing with better-tasting Lucky
behind freshly dug-up fossil. No bones about it, Luckies
taste better to all sorts of people. College smokers,
for instance, prefer Luckies to all other brands, ac-
cording to the latest, greatest coast-to-coastest college
survey. Again, the No. 1 reason for Luckies' wide lead:
Luckies taste better. They taste better,
first of all, because Lucky Strike means
fine tobacco. Then, that tobacco is
toasted to taste better. "It's Toasted"—
the famous Lucky Strike process—tones
up Luckies' light, good-tasting tobacco
to make it taste even better... cleaner,
fresher, smoother. So, enjoy the better-
tasting cigarette ... Lucky Strike.
REAR VIEW OF TINT RASSIT
MUNCHING ON ENORMOUS CARROT
J. Leighton Crutcher
University of Louisville
BALD MAN SIHIND FINCI AT SUNNIS!
1)(1re Frlirt4:nks
Long lit rich State College
TOO-TARO BASH
(FOR UPI IN SKYWRITING)
Annamar Kovatch
Montana State University
13ette/t taste Luckies
LUCKIES TASTE BETTER
CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER!
ES& T. Co. PRODUCT OP JeZ GA444.4i4Vrt ea c e 0 "Gary*
 S.
NATIVES ON SAFARI CARRYING
SUPPLIES ACROSS IMP RIVER
Martin S. Kahn
l'tzteersity of Pennsylvania
STUDENTS! EARN $25!
Lucky Droodles* are 
pouring in! Where
are youna We pay 
$25 for all we use, and
for many we 
don't use. So send 
every
original Droodle in your 
noodle, with its
descriptive title, to Lucky 
Droodle, P.O.
Bos 67, New York 
46, N. Y.
•DROODLES. Copyright 1953
by Roger Prior
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